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Abstract

A semiconductor foundry is essentially a make-to-order (MTO) factory. Yet, in a low-demand season, it may enter into a

hybrid business model—producing make-to-stock (MTS) as well as MTO products to maintain high utilization of

machines. This research proposes a scheduling method for such a hybrid MTO/MTS system with machine-dedication

characteristics, a constraint imposed on the process route caused by the advance of manufacturing technology. The

scheduling method aims to achieve a high on-time delivery rate for MTO products as well as a high throughput for MTS

products. Simulation experiments show that the proposed scheduling method outperforms representative methods in the

literature.

r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A semiconductor foundry is essentially a make-
to-order (MTO) factory that manufactures semi-
conductor products designed by customers. Yet, in
low-demand seasons, the MTO orders may be so
low that a substantial amount of capacity becomes
idle. This may lead to a higher production cost and
result in undesirable loss in financial statements
because semiconductor manufacturing is very capi-
tal-intensive. Some semiconductor foundries may
thus include the production of make-to-stock
(MTS) products to increase capacity utilization.
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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Such a hybrid production system is called a hybrid
MTO/MTS semiconductor fab.

Semiconductor manufacturing has two distinct
points: a long process route with re-entry character-
istics and an ongoing advance of manufacturing
technology. The process route of a semiconductor
product may involve over 500 operations; a work-
station has to process several operations on the
same wafer; therefore, a job (also called a lot) has
to re-enter a workstation several times. The advance
of semiconductor manufacturing technology is
measured by the dimension of devices manufac-
tured. The smaller the device dimension, the more
advanced the manufacturing technology.

Steppers are types of machines in a fab, which
essentially perform the exposure operations. An
exposure operation is to ‘‘photo-print’’ a circuit
.
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pattern onto a wafer by light projection through a
mask that records the circuit pattern. The resolution
of exposure operations determines the smallest
dimension that could be manufactured on a device.

In an up-to-date fab, the exposure operations
of a wafer have different resolution requirements.
A high-resolution stepper that processes high-
resolution exposure operations is generally imposed
by a machine-dedication constraint. The constraint
requests that once a wafer has been processed by a
high-resolution stepper, its remaining exposure
operations have to be processed by the same
stepper. Other steppers, even with same engineering
specification, cannot process the wafer. The purpose
of imposing such machine-dedication constraints is
to ensure good manufacturing quality, because any
two machines even specified with identical specifica-
tions may still be slightly different.

This implies that machines in a high-resolution

stepper workstation cannot mutually support in
capacity. That is, a breakdown of a particular
stepper would hold the production of all jobs that
have been dedicated to the stepper; other steppers
cannot be used to process the jobs. Akcalt et al.
(2001) reported that a semiconductor fab, if
imposed with machine-dedication constraints,
would significantly increase its cycle time, both in
mean and in variation.

Scheduling, which includes releasing and dispatch-
ing decisions, is an important technique for improv-
ing the shop floor performance of a semiconductor
fab. Much research on semiconductor scheduling has
been published; yet, most studies focused on fabs
that run the business at either an MTO or an MTS
model. In practice, the key performance measure for
MTO products is on-time delivery rate, while that for
MTS products is throughput. These two performance
measures are typically against each other. Scheduling
methods developed for a single MTO or MTS
scenario may not perform as well in a hybrid
MTO/MTS scenario.

Chang et al. (2003) proposed a scheduling
method for a hybrid MTO/MTS semiconductor
fab. By simulation, their method was claimed to
outperform some representative methods in the
literature. However, the hybrid MTO/MTS envir-
onment in their study does not involve any machine-
dedication constraint. This constraint tends to
reduce the pooling capacity of high-resolution
steppers, which is the bottleneck of throughput,
and cannot be ignored in fabs equipped with
advanced manufacturing technology.
This paper presents a scheduling method for a
hybrid MTO/MTS semiconductor fab imposed with
machine-dedication constraints. The scheduling
method involves two shop floor control decisions;
releasing and dispatching. By simulation experi-
ments, the proposed method outperforms that
proposed by Chang et al. (2003) and some other
scheduling methods under a hybrid MTO/MTS
scenario with machine-dedication features.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on job
releasing and dispatching in semiconductor manu-
facturing. Section 3 describes the proposed method
for job releasing. Section 4 presents the methods
for job dispatching. Section 5 uses simulation to
compare the proposed scheduling method with
some other scheduling methods. Concluding re-
marks are described in Section 6.
2. Literature review

This section reviews the literature on job release
and dispatching in semiconductor manufacturing.
2.1. Job release

Previous studies on job release to a semiconduc-
tor fab can be grouped into two categories: open-
loop and closed-loop methods. Uniform releasing, a
typical method of open-loop releasing, inputs a lot
periodically and does not concern the dynamic
status of the shop floor. In contrast, closed-loop
releasing methods input a lot by perpetually
reviewing the dynamic WIP status of the shop floor.

Typical examples of closed-loop releasing meth-
ods involve CONWIP (Spearman et al., 1990),
starvation avoidance (Glassey and Resende, 1988),
and workload regulation (Wein, 1988). These
closed-loop techniques vary in defining the WIPs
to be monitored. The CONWIP method monitors
the whole WIPs in the shop floor, while the others
monitor only the WIPs of bottleneck machines.
Some other releasing methods based on the WIPs of
bottleneck machines involve DBR (drum–buffer–
rope) (Guide, 1996) and LOMC (load-oriented
manufacturing control) (Bechte, 1994; Perona and
Alberto, 1998).

In addition to the above methods, some releasing
methods considered WIP levels between stages,
production surplus, and lot sequencing logic.
Examples of such studies include two-boundary,
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one-stage WIP control, and WIP to bottleneck (Lou
and Kager, 1989; Yan et al., 1996, 2000).

The starvation avoidance (SA) technique by
Glassey and Resende (1988) is designed to evaluate
the future WIP status of the bottleneck workstation
to see if the bottleneck might become ‘‘starved’’ and
would have no WIP for processing. The decision
time horizon is determined by the accumulated
processing time from the releasing station to the
bottleneck. A lot has to be released if a starvation
tends to occur; otherwise, no lot is released.

2.2. Job dispatching

A semiconductor fab can be seen as a complicated
job shop with characteristics of job re-entry and
unexpected machine breakdown (Uzsoy et al., 1992,
1994). Its job scheduling therefore usually takes the
form of a dispatching rule, which assigns currently
available jobs in queue to a free machine based on
the priority index. An extensive review of dispatch-
ing rules for job shop scheduling could be found in
Panwalker and Iskandar (1977) and Blackstone
et al. (1982).

In a semiconductor fab, there are two types of
workstations: batch workstations and serial work-
stations. A batch machine could process several jobs
simultaneously, while a series machine processes
one job at a time. A dispatching decision for a series
machine has to be made whenever a job is
completed. For batch scheduling, one needs to
group jobs waiting in front of a batch workstation
into batches as well as to determine processing
sequences and start times for these batches. Batch-
scheduling problems have been dealt with in
a few studies (Neuts, 1967; Glassey and Weng,
1991; Fowler et al., 1992, 2000).

Various dispatching algorithms for series ma-
chines have been proposed. Lu and Kumar (1991)
proposed dispatching rules based on job due dates
and buffer priorities. Dispatching algorithms aiming
to reduce the mean and variance of cycle time for a
semiconductor fab were also proposed (Lu et al.,
1994). Li et al. (1996) developed a wafer fab-
scheduling algorithm based on inventory variability.
Kim et al. (1998, 2001) developed scheduling
algorithms to meet the due dates of orders.
Approaches that suggest the use of composite
dispatching rules were also proposed (Lee et al.,
2002; Dabbas and Fowler, 2003). Kim et al. (2003)
proposed a simplification method for accelerating
the speed of simulation while selecting dispatching
rules in a real-time manner. Upasani et al. (2006)
proposed a problem-reduction approach for the fab
scheduling by using global information. Wu et al.
(2006) proposed a line-balanced and SA dispatching
algorithm for an MTO fab with machine-dedication
features.

Previous studies have established significant mile-
stones in the scheduling of wafer fabrication.
However, most studies deal with either an MTO
or an MTS fab. Very few studies investigate a
hybrid scenario that manufactures MTO and MTS
products simultaneously, where the key perfor-
mance measure of MTO products is on-time
delivery and that of MTS products is throughput.
Chang et al. (2003) proposed a scheduling algorithm
for such a hybrid environment. Yet, their work did
not consider the machine-dedication feature that an
up-to-date fab typically has.

This research aims to develop job releasing and
dispatching methods for an MTO/MTS hybrid
environment with machine-dedication features. In
dispatching decisions, we focus on series machines
and adopt the minimum batch size (MBS) method
(Neuts, 1967) for batch machines.

3. Releasing method

This research develops a method that adapts SA
(Glassey and Resende, 1988) to deal with two
distinct fab features: machine dedication and hybrid

MTO/MTS production. The proposed releasing
method involves two decisions: (1) releasing time:
determining when to release a job to a fab; and
(2) releasing priority: determining which lot should
be released at a releasing instant.

3.1. Decision of releasing time

With the machine-dedication feature, different
machines (high-resolution steppers) in the bottle-
neck workstation cannot share the workload. Each
bottleneck machine must therefore be regarded as
an individual workstation in controlling job release.
That is, for a fab with n bottleneck machines, it
needs n job-releasing control systems.

A procedure Determine_Releasing_Time is devel-
oped for determining the releasing time for a
particular bottleneck machine, say B. To carry out
the procedure, it needs a pre-simulation (adopting
uniform releasing and FIFO dispatching policies) to
estimate Li and L, where Li denotes the mean flow
time of product i from wafer release to machine B
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and L ¼ max (Li). Also a workload threshold S for
machine B is manually determined, where S ¼ L/a,
0o ao1.

Procedure: Determine_Releasing_Time
Step 1: Estimate future arrival of WIP to machine

B

�
 Compute Q, the set of WIPs that are
expected to arrive at machine B before time
t+L, where t is the current time.
Step 2: Estimate the future workload of machine
B

¼ TQ þ TR,

where W is the future workload (in time units), TQ is
the aggregate workload of Q on machine B and TR

is the estimated down time of machine B, from t to
t+L.

Step 3: Releasing decision
If WpS, a lot should be released at time t

If W4S, no lot can be released at time t
In the above procedure, if more than one bottle-
neck is simultaneously ‘‘starved’’ (WpS), the most
starved one (i.e., the largest one in S– W) has the
highest priority to activate the wafer release. Surely,
the released lot must be dedicatedly assigned to
the particular bottleneck that activates the release
signal.

3.2. Decision of releasing priority

In the hybrid MTO/MTS environment, we
assume that the due dates and planned release dates
of MTO products are known. Define O(t) as the set
of MTO jobs that are planned to be released on day
t. MTS jobs are not assigned any due dates because
the production of MTS jobs occurs only when
scheduled MTO products cannot fully utilize the fab
capacity. That is, customers of MTS products at the
time of production are still unknown and due dates
cannot be given.

Two criteria are used to determine the releasing
priority of jobs at a releasing instant. First, MTO
jobs should be released in a just-in-time manner.
That is, at day t, the MTO jobs in O(t) must all be
released before releasing any MTS job. Moreover,
when the jobs in O(t) have been exhaustively
released at day t, only MTS jobs are allowed for
subsequent release on that day. This policy is
intended to increase the throughput of MTS as
much as possible while MTO products appear to be
on time.

Second, the critical ratio (CR) dispatching rule
(Blackstone et al., 1982) is used to prioritize the
MTO lots that are available to release. The CR
value of a lot is denoted by CR ¼ d � t=

P
pti;

where d denotes the due date of the lot, t is the
present time and

P
pti denotes the remaining

processing time of the lot. The lower the CR value,
the higher dispatching priority is the lot.

3.3. Comparison between proposed releasing

algorithm and SA

The aforementioned job-releasing algorithm
that deals with both releasing time and releasing
priorities is called SA*. Compared to the original
SA technique (Glassey and Resende, 1988), the SA*
algorithm is distinct in four points due to the
inclusion of machine-dedication and MTO/MTS

hybrid production features.
Firstly, in the decision of job priority at a

releasing time, we proposed that MTO jobs should
be released in a just-in-time manner, and MTS jobs
should be released as much as possible while the
just-in-time policy of MTO jobs could be main-
tained. The algorithmic design attempts to optimize
both the objectives of hybrid MTO/MTS produc-
tion. Such a release control between MTO and MTS
products is not addressed in traditional SA.

Secondly, the WIP level of each bottleneck
machine is individually evaluated rather than eval-
uated by their aggregation. Due to the constraint of
machine dedication, different bottleneck machines
cannot mutually support in capacity. Therefore, the
WIPs waiting before each bottleneck machine
should be individually considered in the decision
for releasing a lot.

Thirdly, mean cycle time (Li), rather than proces-

sing time, of a product is used to predict the arrival
of WIP to bottleneck. This modification is intended
to improve the accuracy of estimating future WIP
levels. Define X-factor as the ratio of cycle time over
processing time. In a fab with machine-dedication
features, the X-factors in different segments of a
process route greatly differ. Therefore, the use of
cycle time in predicting future WIP arrivals would
be much more accurate.

Fourthly, at a releasing instant, the lot to
release has to be dedicatedly assigned to the high-
resolution stepper that activates the job release.
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Such a machine assignment is not required in the
traditional SA algorithm.

4. Dispatching methods

This section presents the dispatching methods for
two types of series machines: dedicated and non-

dedicated. Dedicated machines (i.e., high-resolution
steppers) are the bottleneck of a fab because they are
relatively expensive and limited in number. The two
dispatching procedures and their notation are
presented below, where the statistics of cycle times
are estimated by the aforementioned pre-simulation
program.

Notation

si;e standard deviation of the cycle time for
operation e in lot i

b a manually determined parameter
d(k) the MTO lot that has dispatching rank k,

i.e., r(d(k)) ¼ k

B the dedicated machine addressed in the
dispatching decisionPf

k¼1CTi;k mean cycle time from wafer release to
wafer out, for lot iPe

k¼1CTi;k mean cycle time from wafer release to
completion of operation e, for lot i

Di predefined due date of lot i

e presently waiting-to-be processed operation
of a lot

Ei release time of lot i

ESi,e target time for starting operation e of MTO
lot i

i* the one with highest dispatching priority
among MTO lots

j* the one with highest dispatching priority
among MTS lots

OPDDi;e ¼ Ei þ ðDi � EiÞ � ½
Pe

k¼1CTi;k=
Pf

k¼1

CTi;k� due time for operation e in lot i

PSi,e time for starting operation e in MTO lot i

while MTS lot j* is processed first
PTi,e processing time of operation e in MTO lot i

PTj*,e processing time of operation e in MTS
lot j*

PTdðkÞ;e processing time of operation e in lot d(k)
r(i) dispatching rank of MTO lot i

RPTj remaining processing time of MTS lot j

RPTj,b remaining processing time from present
operation to next bottleneck for MTS lot
j; if there is no bottleneck operation left,
RPTj,b ¼ RPTj

Tnow present time
4.1. Dispatching for dedicated machines

The basic idea for dispatching a dedicated
machine is to justify whether prioritizing the
processing of an MTS lot will cause any MTO lot
to become operation-delayed. If so, MTO lots have
higher dispatching priority; otherwise, MTS lots do.

Procedure: Dispatching_Dedicated_Machine
Step 1: Compute ESi,e

ESi;e ¼ OPDDi;e � PTi;e � bsi;e.

Step 2: Determine i* and r(i) for MTO lots
�
 Sort MTO lots based on ESi,e, in ascending
order, and compute r(i)

�
 � ¼ Arg minðESi;eÞ. That is, lot i* has top

dispatching priority and r(i*) ¼ 1

Step 3: Determine j* for MTS lots

� ¼ Arg minðRPTjÞ.

Step 4: Evaluate the start time of each MTO lot i

if MTS lot j* is dispatched first

PSi;e ¼ Tnow þ PTj�;e þ
XrðiÞ�1

k¼1

PTdðkÞ;e.

Step 5: Dispatch lot i* or j*

If PSi,eoESi,e for each MTO lot i, then process
MTS lot j* .
Otherwise, process MTO lot i*.

The above procedure is summarized as follows.
Firstly, MTS lots are prioritized based on SRPT
(shortest remaining processing time), which is used
here because it has been justified to be effective in
increasing throughput (Blackstone et al., 1982).
Secondly, MTO lots are prioritized based on ESi,e,
the target time to start operation e. The earlier is
ESi,e, the more urgent is lot i. Therefore, the use of
ESi,e tends to increase the on-time delivery of MTO
lots. Thirdly, the dispatching decision in Step 5
implies that keeping on-time delivery of MTO lots is
much more important than increasing the through-
put of MTS lots.

4.2. Dispatching for a non-dedicated workstation

The basic idea for dispatching a non-dedicated
workstation is to justify whether prioritizing the
processing of MTS lot j* will cause MTO lot i* to
become operation-delayed.
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Procedure: Dispatching_Non-Dedicated_Machine
Step 1: Find MTO lot i*

ESi;e ¼ OPDDi;e � PTi;e � bsi;e
�

Table 1

Total pro

Product

TPT
� ¼ Arg minðESi;eÞ
Step 2: Find MTS lot j*

j� ¼ Arg minðRPTj;bÞ

Step 3: If lot j* is processed first, estimate its
completion time of operation e

Cj�;e ¼ Tnow þ PTj� ;e

Step 4: Dispatching lot i* or j*
If j�; eoESi� ;e, then dispatch MTS lot j*
Otherwise, dispatch MTO lot i*
In the above procedure, MTO lots are prioritized
based on ESi,e to increase the MTO on-time delivery
rate. In contrast, MTS lots are prioritized based on
RPTi,b, the remaining processing time to the next
bottleneck operation, which is intended to prevent
the next bottleneck from being ‘‘WIP-starved’’ and
lead to higher throughput.

4.3. Comparison between the two dispatching

methods

With some commonalities in basic ideas, the
above two dispatching procedures have some
distinctions in detail due to consideration of the
machine-dedication feature.

In the two algorithms, MTO lots are both
prioritized based on the value of ESi;e ¼ OPDDi;e�

PTi;e � bsi;e. As stated, dedicated machines cannot
share capacity. A breakdown of a particular
dedicated machine would hold production of all lots
that have been assigned to it. Therefore, si;e

(standard deviation of cycle time) of dedicated
machines tend to be larger than those of non-
dedicated machines. This higher variation in cycle
time leads us to use a ‘‘highly conservative’’ policy in
cessing time (TPT) (hours) of each product

MTS type MTO type

A B C D E

399.8 479.9 380.0 408.0 439.7
dispatching a dedicated machine to ensure on-time
delivery of MTO lots. That is, if any MTO lot may
delay production at present operation e, then we
cannot process MTS lots.

In contrast, the lower variation in cycle time leads
us to use a ‘‘medium-conservative’’ policy in dis-
patching a non-dedicated machine. That is, we can
always process MTS lots, except the MTO lot with
highest priority (i*), which may delay production at
present operation e. The use of the ‘‘medium-

conservative’’ policy aims to maximize the supply
of MTS lots to the next bottleneck as long as the
most urgent MTO lot is on time.
5. Simulation experiments

A discrete-event simulation program is estab-
lished to compare the performance between the
proposed scheduling method and some representa-
tive ones.
5.1. Experiment design

The simulation program models a hypothetical
semiconductor fab, where the process routes and
number of machines are provided by a semiconduc-
tor company in industry. The hypothetical fab
includes 60 workstations, nine of which are batch
type and 51 are series type. High-resolution
steppers—fab bottlenecks—are with machine-ded-
ication features. Machine breakdown and repair
data are also available, with exponential distribu-
tions.

The fab produces two MTS products and nine
MTO products, whose processing times are shown
in Table 1. We assume that each order of MTO lots
involves only one lot and the planned daily release
number of MTO lots for each product is known.
The due date of MTO products is defined as
follows: i ¼ Ri þUða; bÞ � TPTi; where Di denotes
the due date of lot i, Ri denotes its planned release
date, TPTi denotes its total processing time, and
U(a,b) represents a uniform distribution where
F G H I J K

290.6 322.2 511.5 543.0 574.6 606.2
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parameters a and b are manually determined by
referring to the mean cycle time provided by the pre-
simulation program. In our simulation experiments,
we set a ¼ 1.66 and b ¼ 1.71 for MTO lots.

The proposed scheduling method is compared
with eight scheduling methods. These eight bench-
marks involve the Chang et al. (2003) method, SA*-
FIFO, SA*-SRPT, SA*-CR, SA*-EDD, SA*-LNQ,
SA*-FLNQ, and SA*-LTNV. Of these SA*-X
methods, SA* denotes the proposed releasing
method and X denotes a particular dispatching
method.

The Chang et al. (2003) method is adopted
because its algorithm was developed particularly
for a hybrid MTO/MTS production environment.
First-in–first-out (FIFO) is adopted for its ease of
implementation and wide application in the indus-
try. The shortest remaining processing time (SRPT)
is adopted because Glassey and Resende (1988)
found that SA/SRPT performs quite well in their
experiments. CR and EDD (earliest due date) are
adopted because they are both due-date-based
heuristics that attempt to improve on-time delivery.
As stated, MTS lots have no due dates in the
context of this research. However, to carry out the
experiments that adopt CR and EDD rules, we
define a virtual due date for each MTS lot as follows:
i ¼ ri þUð2:50; 2:55Þ � TPTi, where ri denotes the
release time of the MTS lot.

The largest number in queue (LNQ) denotes a
dispatching rule that selects the lot with the largest
WIP level in queue, which is adopted because it
tends to remove ‘‘traffic jam’’ and balance the
production line (Wu et al., 2006). Fewest lots at the
next queue (FLNQ) gives highest dispatching
priority to the lot whose next queue is fewest in
WIP, which is adopted because Dabbas et al. (2003)
found that FLNQ performs quite well in on-time
delivery in their experiments. LTNV denotes a
dispatching rule that at a bottleneck station selects
the lot which has the longest expected processing
time until its next visit to the same station and FIFO
is used at all other stations (Wein, 1988; Lu et al.,
1994).

Of these SA*-X heuristics, FIFO is arrival-time
related; SRPT is processing-time related, CR and
EDD are due-date related, LNQ is line-balance
related, FLNQ is SA related, and LTNV is bottle-
neck-control related.

These eight scheduling methods as well as the
proposed one are compared in three simulation
scenarios. Scenario I produces one MTS product
(A) and three MTO products (C–E), where the
product mix for MTO is 1:1:1. Scenario II produces
the same four products as in Scenario I, but the
product mix of MTO becomes 1:1:2. Scenario III
produces two MTS products (A, B) and nine MTO
products (C–K) as shown in Table 1.

Twenty-seven simulation cases (9 dispatching
methods� 3 scenarios) are tested, and each test
case runs 20 replicates. The time horizon for a
simulation case is 270 days and only data of the
last 180 days are collected. For parameters in the
releasing and dispatching decisions, we set a ¼ 0.98
and b ¼ 0.5. Notice that the value of b denotes how
conservative we are in ensuring the on-time delivery
of MTO lots. The higher the value of b, the more
conservative we are. That is, a higher value of b
tends to increase the on-time delivery of MTO
lots at the price of decreasing the throughput of
MTS lots.

5.2. Experimental results

With the experimental results available, an
ANOVA test for each performance metric in each
scenario has been carried out. The test results
indicate that the scheduling method indeed has a
significant effect on each performance metric in
each scenario. Table 2 shows some of the test results
for the three scenarios in the case of comparing
on-time delivery. The results indicate that the
scheduling method indeed has a significant effect
on on-time delivery.

Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviation
of on-time delivery rate of the MTO products for
the nine scheduling methods. The tables reveal that
the proposed method outperforms the other meth-
ods in terms of on-time delivery rate in each
scenario. Moreover, with a small standard deviation
in on-time delivery rate, the proposed method
appears quite reliable in providing on-time delivery
service.

Tables 4 and 5 compare the dispatching methods
in terms of tardiness and cycle time of MTO
products, where their means and standard devia-
tions are both revealed. The table indicates that the
proposed dispatching method also outperforms
the other eight benchmarks in each test scenario
for the two performance metrics. Moreover, with a
small standard deviation in the two performance
metrics, the proposed method appears quite reliable
in terms of tardiness and cycle time of MTO
products.
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Table 2

Results of ANOVA tests for the effect of scheduling on on-time delivery in three scenarios

Source of variation Sum of square Degree of freedom Mean square F P-value

(a) Scenario I

Scheduling 13.769 8 1.721 228.6024 4.16E�87

Error 1.287 171 0.0075

Total 15.057 179

(b) Scenario II

Scheduling 12.718 8 1.5897 193.669 1.54E�81

Error 1.403 171 0.0082

Total 14.121 179

(c) Scenario III

Scheduling 13.031 8 1.629 265.58 3.25E�92

Error 1.0489 171 0.0061

Total 14.080 179

Table 3

Comparing on-time-delivery rate of MTO products

Scheduling

methods

Scenario I Scenario II Scenario III

Mean

(%)

Std. dev.

(%)

Duncan

test

Mean

(%)

Std. dev.

(%)

Duncan

test

Mean

(%)

Std. dev.

(%)

Duncan

test

Proposed 99.80 0.23 A 100.00 0.01 A 99.23 0.55 A

Chang 82.35 5.95 B 55.70 11.16 B 65.38 6.93 B

SA*-CR 79.09 8.34 B 60.26 18.29 B 71.22 17.67 B

SA*-EDD 43.09 19.15 D 18.39 6.07 D 30.15 4.18 D

SA*-SRPT 31.41 6.74 E 37.15 9.65 C 36.31 10.04 D

SA*-FIFO 2.68 1.19 F 3.15 0.97 E 1.13 0.59 E

SA*-LNQ 45.62 7.04 D 40.39 5.26 C 37.89 13.08 D

SA*-FLNQ 56.32 5.54 C 57.26 7.25 B 52.65 4.9 C

SA*-LTNV 60.23 6.69 C 65.29 15.63 B 67.23 12.88 B

Table 4

Comparing tardiness (hours) of MTO products

Scheduling methods

Scenario I Scenario II Scenario III

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Proposed 0.15 0.07 A 0.04 0.03 A 2.25 1.02 A

Chang 4.65 1.90 A 43.82 26.95 AB 58.58 11.02 B

SA*-CR 5.66 2.84 A 50.67 30.80 B 60.77 20.12 B

SA*-EDD 47.69 28.17 B 147.73 26.96 C 138.08 20.48 C

SA*-FIFO 190.27 39.52 D 275.45 36.71 D 311.15 45.38 D

SA*-SRPT 320.97 101.03 E 502.40 200.04 E 509.31 150.28 E

SA*-LNQ 101.66 24.41 C 142.36 27.12 C 155.63 35.34 C

SA*-FLNQ 67.38 16.26 B 78.69 18.44 B 79.23 24.68 B

SA*-LTNV 59.66 13.09 B 50.35 19.04 B 61.25 20.40 B
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Table 5

Comparing cycle time (hours) of MTO products

Scheduling methods

Scenario I Scenario II Scenario III

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Proposed 645.06 3.02 A 643.54 2.77 A 729.79 4.18 A

Chang 657.87 12.13 AB 724.66 40.82 BC 778.35 35.44 B

SA*-CR 676.74 10.24 B 708.53 42.61 B 740.21 18.50 A

SA*-EDD 749.22 25.26 C 850.52 37.76 D 786.57 31.87 BC

SA*-FIFO 876.90 34.61 D 897.96 41.33 E 1004.59 44.94 E

SA*-SRPT 916.50 61.11 E 1026.66 109.01 F 1139.74 110.52 F

SA*-LNQ 772.57 32.01 C 825.35 27.85 D 885.91 32.56 D

SA*-FLNQ 749.46 24.83 C 742.63 28.76 C 812.15 21.71 C

SA*-LTNV 742.36 27.68 C 739.24 21.36 C 790.22 30.72 C

Table 6

Comparing throughput for scenario I

Scheduling methods Aggregated throughput MTO throughput MTS throughput

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Proposed 5335 31.13 A 3949 17.56 A 1386 41.14 B

Chang 5110 39.67 C 3857 22.78 B 1253 38.95 C

SA*-CR 5198 70.34 B 3717 32.20 C 1481 69.62 A

SA*-EDD 5054 56.55 CD 3674 58.18 C 1380 41.72 B

SA*-FIFO 4952 81.18 E 3597 64.37 D 1345 40.05 B

SA*-SRPT 4772 118.97 G 3652 144.39 C 1120 215.94 D

SA*-LNQ 4893 55.70 F 3496 28.69 E 1397 57.91 B

SA*-FLNQ 4899 37.37 F 3500 30.70 E 1399 33.78 B

SA*-LTNV 5058 51.13 D 3668 38.45 C 1390 30.83 B
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Tables 6–8 compare the throughputs of dispatch-
ing methods for each test scenario, where the
throughput of MTO products, that of MTS
products, and the aggregated throughput of MTO/
MTS products are, respectively, displayed. The
tables reveal that the proposed method outperforms
the other dispatching methods both in the aggre-
gated throughput and in the throughput of MTO
products. Moreover, with small standard deviations
in MTO throughput, the proposed dispatching
method is also good in providing a stable through-
put rate.

However, in terms of the throughput of MTS
products, the proposed method also performs well,
but is not the best, which by Duncan tests are
categorized either in the first group or in the second
group. This finding coincides with the idea of the
proposed algorithm—paying more attention to
MTO products than to MTS products.
From the tables, one might wonder why SA*-CR
would perform so well in terms of MTS throughput,
which by Duncan tests is categorized in the first
group in each scenario. As stated, in the SA*-CR
algorithm, we define a virtual due date for each MTS
lot released to the shop. With the due-date assign-
ment, MTS lots now compete with MTO lots for the
utilization of capacity. Compared with the proposed
approach, SA*-CR would then tend to decrease the
MTO throughput and increase the MTS through-
put. As a result, the aggregated throughput of SA*-
CR might exceed that of the proposed algorithm if
the value of b is set in a highly conservative manner.

6. Concluding remarks

This paper presents a scheduling method for a
semiconductor fab that simultaneously produces
MTO/MTS products. The fab is distinct in having
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Table 7

Comparing throughput for scenario II

Scheduling methods Aggregated throughput MTO throughput MTS throughput

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Proposed 5200 39.3 A 3670 18.31 A 1530 31.30 A

Chang 4868 64.89 BC 3569 32.44 B 1299 47.34 D

SA*-CR 4978 81.15 B 3477 71.86 C 1501 45.34 AB

SA*-EDD 4820 63.03 C 3289 44.09 D 1531 26.06 A

SA*-FIFO 4767 89.51 D 3239 66.24 E 1528 43.56 A

SA*-SRPT 4201 202.19 F 2798 132.57 F 1403 200.17 C

SA*-LNQ 4693 59.28 E 3205 39.53 E 1433 29.12 C

SA*-FLNQ 4804 70.36 C 3353 41.87 C 1451 32.85 BC

SA*-LTNV 4773 64.02 C 3288 45.94 D 1485 37.19 B

Table 8

Comparing throughput for scenario III

Scheduling methods Aggregated throughput MTO throughput MTS throughput

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Mean Std. dev. Duncan

test

Proposed 5103 31.26 A 3698 16.91 A 1405 24.15 BC

Chang 4843 56.7 B 3478 31.06 B 1365 44.11 B

SA*-CR 4823 64.65 B 3337 65.51 C 1486 43.42 A

SA*-EDD 4675 49.34 C 3291 67.48 C 1384 38.54 CD

SA*-FIFO 4507 70.36 D 3200 91.88 D 1307 52.94 E

SA*-SRPT 4001 131.43 E 2709 61.69 E 1292 140.69 E

SA*-LNQ 4699 52.29 C 3215 27.26 CD 1484 30.74 A

SA*-FLNQ 4895 61.08 B 3469 39.46 B 1426 34.23 B

SA*-LTNV 4931 75.80 B 3499 67.07 B 1432 24.14 B
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a machine-dedication feature, which is caused by the
advance of manufacturing technology. The perfor-
mance measure for scheduling MTO products is on-
time delivery rate and that for MTS products is
throughput. Scheduling such a hybrid MTO/MTS
fab has been studied by Chang et al. (2003); yet, the
machine-dedication feature was considered in their
study.

The proposed scheduling method involves the
decisions of releasing and dispatching. The releasing
technique (called SA*) is a modification of
the starvation-avoidance algorithm (Glassey and
Resende, 1988) by considering the characteristics of
the machine-dedication feature and MTO/MTS
hybrid production. The basic ideas of the dispatch-
ing techniques are to produce MTS products as
much as possible subject that MTO lots can be on
time in each operation step. This idea is deployed in
the dispatching methods for dedicated and non-
dedicated machines.
Simulation experiments involving three scenarios
and eight benchmarking dispatching methods are
performed. Results show that the proposed schedul-
ing method outperforms the eight benchmarking
dispatching methods in on-time delivery rate, the
throughput of MTO products, and the aggregated
throughput of MTO/MTS products.
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